Chrysler 300 2.7 engine problems

Read on for the engine problems that come with the Chrysler The website offers graphs that
visually show which model years have the most submitted complaints and which problems are
submitted most often. The site found that the Chrysler has the most overall complaints and
rated it the worst model year. The most problematic category for the Chrysler is engine
problems, but the most-reported issue is that the gear shifter gets stuck in park. Owners have
submitted issues about the Chrysler so far, with 77 of those connected to engine problems.
There are two engine issues that owners submitted most often. An engine that makes a loud
clacking noise and an engine that stalls or shuts off while driving were the two most common
engine complaints about the Chrysler Each was submitted 18 times. In addition to the clacking
noise, the website also called out two additional problems as the top three problems. Engine
failure due to oil sludge was submitted by 10 owners, and a blown engine was submitted by
seven people. Several of these serious engine issues required owners to replace their engines,
though a few people were able to fix the clacking sound by having the side rocker arms
replaced. This problem appeared the latest of these four major issues and cost the least to fix.
The most-reported single problem was that the gear shifter gets stuck in park. The model year
sticks out since it has an unusually high number of complaints when compared to other model
years. No other model year has more than 82 complaints, and most have fewer than The model
year also dealt with the stuck gear shifter as well as engine problems. The model year had
issues with transmission problems plus engine issues. The model year does have four recalls.
Two relate to the driver-side airbag and the passenger-side airbag. The other two are for the rear
brake tubes and the automatic transmission cup plug. None of the recalls address the engine or
gear shift problems. While most model years of the Chrysler have very few complaints, the
model year suffers from several engine problems plus a gear shift issue. Buyers looking for a
used luxury car might want to skip over this model year. Why the Chrysler is the worst model
year. Every car with an internal combustion engine needs oil to run. Oil sludge, sometimes
called black sludge, is when that oil starts solidifying into a sticky hell stew that coats the inside
of your engine. The sludge retains heat and starts putting severe strain on the mechanical parts
of your engine. This all spells disaster for your car and typically results in a damaged beyond
repair engine. Preventing oil sludge is usually as easy as maintaining regular oil changes. In
some engines, however, oil sludge can be unpreventable due to a defective crankcase
ventilation system, water pump or some other problem. In the case of the 2nd generation 2.
Even with regular maintenance, Dodge and Chrysler owners is that even with proper care, their
engines are experiencing catastrophic failure. Since the most commonly reported problem on
CarComplaints. The defective 2. DaimlerChrysler hired a 3rd party company to handle defective
2. To even receive consideration, the owner will need to have records indicating an oil change
every 3, miles that were done only by a certified Chrysler or Dodge dealer. According to them, if
you changed the oil in your car it's your fault. If you had another mechanic change the oil in
your car, it's his fault. In a interview with The Plain Dealer newspaper, a Chrysler engineer,
Burke Brown, stepped up and said that oil capacity may have been a factor with this engine's oil
sludge defect. According to the him they started using a smaller oil sump so consumers could
save on oil, giving the engine a five-quart capacity instead of six. Despite all of this,
DaimlerChrysler continues to deny any defect with their 2. In May of , Chrysler spokesman Sam
Locricchio said the automaker had only complaints on record and that some of those may be
duplicates. A sharp contrast to the 2, complaints on record at the Center for Auto Safety,
according to its executive director, Clarence M. Who do you believe? More oil means it [the oil]
deteriorates slower," Brown said during an interview here at a media preview for the Charger.
Instead of buying Christmas presents I was forced to buy a new car! We had taken care of it,
maybe not oil changes to the exact mile, but close. One day it started knocking. Sure enough it
needed a new engine. Chrysler wanted all receipts and documents of oil changes. They stated
there was sludge build up. We did come up with quite a few receipts, but not enough, my
husband would change it in our driveway. We went round and round with Chrysler, for god
sakes it only had 73, miles on it, how could it need a new engine? Chrysler set up a company
strictly to deal with this problem. It is an undisclosed warranty. The reason for it is they don't
want people randomly replacing motors. They will give you a good chunk of change towards the
motor. They gave me about towards the purchase a used motor. Problem is supply and demand
even used the motor is expensive. I don't know the number anymore but most mechanics do,
that's how I heard of it. So ask your Dodge dealer, if they don't know anything about it they are
lying. Some are claiming that even with the defective engine it's possible to catch oil sludge
early and prevent it from becoming a catastrophic mess. If you see a sharp drop in oil pressure,
drop your oil pan, check for signs of sludge and clean it out. Then buy a cheap filter and some
oil and flush out your block. You will also need to clean your valves, which we recommend
having a mechanic do. However you decide to fix your blown 2. Find a mechanic to swap up to a

3. Here's why:. Here's a thread about a successful 2. Some companies sell "fixed" 2. We have
not heard back from enough owners who have gone this route to be able to form an educated
opinion on this method. Usually though, the cost of the modified 2. Maybe you've experienced
this problem. Maybe you're concerned you will soon. Whatever the reason, here's a handful of
things you can do to make sure it gets the attention it deserves. Major class action law firms
use this data when researching cases. Their focus is on safety-related issues. OK, Now What?
File Your Complaint CarComplaints. Uconnect infotainment systems will often boot into a blank
screen, freeze while the vehicle is in REVERSE, become unresponsive to the touch, or reboot at
random times. The system has grown over the years, both in size and features, but the â€¦. The
propellent Takata used is exploding with such force that it's ripping the inflators into tiny metal
fragments and shooting them in the direction of vehicle occupants. To make matters worse, the
inflators are exploding in low-speed accidâ€¦. Fiat-Chrysler FCA made the switch from a
traditional gear shifter to a monostable electronically controlled one and the result has been
disastrous. The unintuitive design is responsible for hundreds of rollaway incidents and widely
believâ€¦. Think of it like a command center for all the electrical functions of your car, and in
FCA's case a very, very disfunctional one. The 2. The sludge retains heat and starts putting
severe strain on the mechanical parts of your engine. This all spells diâ€¦. Sometimes it helps
just to tally up the complaints and see where the biggest stacks are. Use this information to
learn about troublespots or to run for the hills. Full Lists on CarComplaints. Running tally of
owner grievances filed to CarComplaints. Much like the first , the plaintiffs claim the system is
nothing but an endless series of reboots and headaches. The plaintiffs say the Uconnect 8. And
that there's at least 17 technical bulletins about the 4th generation Uconnect system, but none
of them seem to actually do anything productive. Namely because the defects limit access to
backup cameras, navigation systems, and climate control. The plaintiffs tell the familiar tale of
bringing in their vehicle multiple times and having software updated and parts replaced. And
yet, the problems still exist and dimish the resale value of their cars. The lawsuit was filed after
researchers showed how a Jeep could be controlled remotely through the infotainment system.
FCA has called the case meritless and tried to get it dismissed. Supreme Court. The bulk of the
vehicles are in the US and include the Chrysler FCA has replaced nearly 4 million inflators in a
series of recalls dating back to The defective part if responsible for at least 23 deaths and
injuries. This post originally appeared on DodgeProblems. Chrysler is recalling , vehicles ,
including the Chrysler David Woods of CarComplaints. The government says Chrysler's
electronic gear shifter "appears to violate several basic design guidelines for vehicle controls.
Tell us how you really feel. Despite all that, they have closed their investigation because
Fiat-Chrysler FCA has agreed to recall more than a million vehicles and update their gear
shifter's software. See the full list of recalled vehicles. However, hundreds of drivers have
caused their vehicles to roll away because of not realizing the vehicles aren't in Park. Someone
high up in the FCA food chain decided it was time to swap out the dependable gear shifter for
something a bit fancier. The result? More and more Chrysler, Dodge, and Jeep owners have no
idea if their car is in drive, reverse, or park. The new shifter has led to an increasing number of
vehicles rolling away after the driver exited. How e-Xciting. The system has grown over the
years, both in size and features, but the â€¦ Continue Chrysler Vehicles with Recalled Takata
Airbags The propellent Takata used is exploding with such force that it's ripping the inflators
into tiny metal fragments and shooting them in the direction of vehicle occupants. To make
matters worse, the inflators are exploding in low-speed accidâ€¦ Continue Chrysler's Dangerous
e-Shift Design Fiat-Chrysler FCA made the switch from a traditional gear shifter to a monostable
electronically controlled one and the result has been disastrous. Continue Oil Sludge in
Chrysler's 2. This all spells diâ€¦ Continue. Tagged lawsuit Posted on July 19, Source
carcomplaints. A second lawsuit has been filed concerning Uconnect defects in the Chrysler
and Pacifica. The case, Pistorio, et al. Tagged lawsuit Posted on September 27, Source
carcomplaints. There's something seriously wrong with the 8. But also because having the
system freeze and endlessly reboot is super annoying. Full stop. The case, Gerritsen, et al.
Tagged lawsuit Posted on February 1, Tagged recall Posted on January 11, Is that a light at the
end of the Takata recall tunnel? Tagged recall Posted on January 25, Source carcomplaints.
Tagged investigation Posted on June 29, Source carcomplaints. How's this for a review?
Tagged recall Posted on May 31, Source carcomplaints. Fiat-Chrysler FCA recently recalled a
whopping 4. This includes Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep and even a few Mitsubishi trucks. Tagged
recall Posted on April 22, Source carcomplaints. Fiat-Chrysler FCA is recalling 1. While the
system is working as it was designed, it's the design that's the problem. Tagged investigation
Posted on February 8, Source carcomplaints. If it ain't broke, you can trust automakers to try
and fix it. When Dodge introduced the all-new, all-aluminum 2. Though much smaller in
displacement than the previous generation's 3. However, the bloom was soon off the the rose

with this newest power plant, as proud owners soon began lining the pockets of tow truck
owners before the car was even paid off. The 2. By comparison, such a high level of efficiency
would yield nearly horsepower in Chrysler's own 5. This otherwise fine engine had a glaring
problem, one which according to an informal Internet poll on Edmunds would come to claim a
staggering 32 percent of all cars so equipped from the time of sale to present. Theories range
from design errors to corporate conspiracy, but the 2. The primary cause of the 2. The problem
lay in the design of the V6's water pump, which allowed small amounts of coolant to enter the
crankcase. This water would combine with the hot engine oil, causing the carbon within to cook,
separate from the lubricant and build up wherever it could find a foothold. Combined with the 2.
To be clear, the Positive Crankcase Evacuation system does not malfunction
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, as is the common belief. According to top industry experts and indirectly Chrysler itself , it
was never designed right in the first place. This system uses a series of hoses and valves
connected to the intake manifold to keep the crankcase in a state of constant vacuum. Failure or
inadequacy of this system leads to poor oil control, and build-up of carbon on engine hot-spots.
Without actually admitting it, Chrysler quietly began making changes to the 2. Though corporate
executives will not admit the error and offer recall repairs for still warrantied vehicles, the fact
that they went to work redesigning the 2. Richard Rowe has been writing professionally since ,
specializing in automotive topics. He has worked as a tractor-trailer driver and mechanic, a
rigger at a fire engine factory and as a race-car driver and builder. Coolant Leakage The primary
cause of the 2. Chrysler's Mea Culpa Without actually admitting it, Chrysler quietly began
making changes to the 2. References Edmunds.

